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I. In a high school class, 20% of the students take German as a foreign language, 30%
take Russian as a foreign language, and 40% take at least one of these languages. What
is the probability that a randomly cho en student takes Russian given that the student
takes German. 3M

2. A research scholar asked her guide to give a letter of recommendation. She estimates
that the probability that she will get the job is 0.9 with a strong letter, 0.6 with a
medium letter and 0.1 with a weak letter. She also believes that the probabilities that the
letter will be strong, medium or weak are 0.6, 0.3 and 0.1 respectively. What IS

probability that the letter was strong given that she got the job? 3M

3. Let
F(x)=O, x c O,

= 0.25, 0 ~ x < 1,

= k x, 1~ x < 2,
= 1, x 2:: 2.

Determine values of k for which F is a cumulative distribution function of a random
variable X. Letting k = 1/3, determine the nature of the random variable X. Also find

p( 0 < X <±), p( ± < X ~ %), p( X > ~ J and median of X. 6M

4. According to WTA rankings, 5 Russian women players were listed in the top ten
women players of the world in December 2005. Let X denote the rank of the highest
ranked Russian player in top ten. Assuming all permutations of rankings of top ten

players to be equally likely, find the probability distribution of X. 3M

5. Let X - Bint n, p). Show that as n -> 00, p -> 0 such that np -> A. (a fixed constant),

the distribution of X converges to a P(A.) distribution. 3M



6. Derive exponential distribution as the distribution of waiting time for the first
occurrence in a Poisson process. Find its mean and variance. 3M

7. The lives (in years) of components of an electronic equipment follow independent
Gamma distributions with mean 4 and variance 8. What is the probability that a
component is functional after 8 years? The equipment is functional as long as at least
three out of five components are working. What is the probability that the equipment is
functional after 8 years? 3M

8. The height (in inches) of adult males is a normal random variable with mean 68 and
standard deviation 4. What is the probability that in a class of randomly selected 20
students at least 5 have height more than 6 feet? 3M

9. Suppose that a trainee soldier shoots a target and each shot is fired independently. Let
the probability of hitting the target on anyone shot be 0.9. The soldier stops as soon as
the target is hit on any trial. Find the probability that the soldier stops after an even
number of shots are tired. What is the average number of shots he fires? 3M


